From any angle, Sidero™ has a clean finished look. The series features a wall saver leg design, concealed back attachments and comfortable wide arms. Its generous seat and compound curved back make it comfortable and practical in almost any application.

Seating shown in Momentum Torque, Blackest.
Durable without compromising comfort.

The wide arms offer exceptional durability because they are made from fiberglass reinforced nylon, one of the strongest polymers in the marketplace. Sidero will provide many years of trouble-free use and is covered by Global’s Lifetime Warranty.

Seating shown in Momentum Infinity, Barley (IN77).
A light scale chair for everyday needs.

Sidero offers a unique collection of seating for users of all ages from preschool to adult. Each age group has its own seat depth, seat width and seat height. The compound curved backs provide exceptional comfort and support in multiple seating positions. Frames are available in Black, Tungsten or optional Chrome.

Scaled down to fit a child’s proportions, kid’s chairs create a comfy, cozy place for sitting. Handy and versatile, they can be used for seating around a child-size table to create a special spot for children to study, dine, draw, lounge and learn. Chairs can be stacked up to four high on the floor. Choose from an array of Global fabric, vinyl and leather that will complement any child’s room.
Seating for users of all ages from preschool to adult.
Fiberglass reinforced nylon curved arm design provides a wide, smooth surface that is easy to grip and comfortable to use.

Wall saver leg design prevents the back of the chair from damaging walls.

Select four-legged models are available with carpet casters or optional hard surface casters.

Sled base models are also available in full size seating.

Features

Concealed back attachment hardware hides back connections and frame joints for a clean, quality appearance.

Armchair stacks up to five high on the floor or eight high on a dolly (not shown, 2125WS).

Frame Finishes

Black

Tungsten

Chrome

Bar stool with arms

Bar height (28.5" seat height) and counter height (24" seat height) stools are available in arm and armless models.

Cover: Seating shown in Momentum Torque, Blackest.
Above: Seating shown in Momentum Infinity, Barley (IN77).